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What Makes a Good Conference?

• I am challenged to think

• I pick up one new idea
So my goal is to get 

you to think and 
perhaps you might 

pick up an idea!



Searching for the Wizard of Oz





Realization 1

• I have a feeling we’re not in Kansas anymore!



We are not in Kansas Anymore!

• As HR professional we must 
acknowledge that 
the world has changed:

– Technology has changed

– Our Employees have Changed

– The Job Market has Changed

– Federal laws have changed



Technology has Changed!



Technology has Changed

When you type:
1. Do you put one space or two between sentences?
2. How many commas belong in this sentence?

The professional development will focus on 
Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint.



Technology has Changed



Have Things Changed?



Our Employees Have Changed!





What We Face!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uo0KjdDJr1c&t=2s



The Job Market Has Changed



Federal Laws/Regulations
Have Changed



We are not in Kansas Any More!

• The World has changed!!

– Have We?

• It is easy to continue doing 
what we have always done!

– We can simply ignore the changing world

• Is what we do changed to keep up with the 
changes in knowledge, technology and 
society?



Realization 2

• We need to use our brain!



If We Had a Brain

• We would plan for the Future

– Infrastructure is great but people are needed to 
make it happen

• Does your work group have a plan with 
specific goals for the future?



No fair wind blows
for a ship that has

no port of destination
(Seneca)



If We had a Brain

• We would engage in succession planning!

– Who is going to take your place when you retire or 
move on?



If You Had a Brain

• You would have written goals based on your 
governing values



Wandering

• Most people just wander 
through life.

– They spend more time 
planning a vacation than 
they do planning their life. 







Using Your Brain

• One must start with clearly defined goals 
for one’s life.

• These goals should be professional and 
personal

–We all know this but how many people 
really do have written goals?

• 3% of the population



The Power of Goals

• Some years ago a 16 year old boy wrote down 
the following goals on a 3 x 5 index card
– Help the nation become physically fit

– Marry a politically active woman

– Become the world’s greatest body builder

– Make movies

• Who wrote this?



The Answer

• Arnold Schwarzenegger 



Where Are You Going?

• I have Seven Goals or Values for my Life.

• I sat down and wrote them out years ago

– They are both work related and family related. 

– They guide my daily activities



My Goals/Values

1. Family - We have a good family life.
2. Teaching - I am one of the top teachers in the 

field. 
3. Innovation - I am on the cutting edge of 

innovation in the profession 
4. Scholarship - I am recognized as the top scholar in 

the profession. 
5. Spiritual - I love God. 
6. Finances - The family is financially secure 
7. Fitness - I am physically fit 



Family

• We have a good family life.
– Goals

• Barbara and I have a date once a week

• I spend at least 30 minutes a day with the children in 
unplanned activities

• Once a month the family does something special

• We keep our trailer at Emerald Isle and spend time 
there

• We take a vacation every year



Teaching

• I am the top teacher in the profession. 
– I stay aware of new developments in pedagogy
– I model my teaching behaviors on research in teaching effectiveness
– I am enthusiastic about teaching
– I maintain ample office hours and have an open door policy for 

students
– I participate in student activities outside of the classroom
– I constantly revise and update course outlines and lesson plans
– I use a variety of teaching materials and methods
– I maintain records (in a database) of past students in agricultural 

education
– I devise new and exemplary materials and methods for teaching
– I conduct research on teaching effectiveness
– Other teachers come to me for advice



Mission Statement

• I make a positive difference in 
the lives of individuals in 
agricultural and extension 
education by teaching, 
conducting research and 
serving the profession while 
maintaining a strong family 
life. – Gary Moore



She was to young to die!

• That is what everyone said at my wife’s funeral; 
and it was true!

• Barbara was 54 when she died of breast cancer

• But there were no regrets – because we had 
planned our lives and 
family was a priority



There Were  No Regrets

• I was not ready for her to die!
– Yet there were no regrets about

things left undone
• We had traveled extensively

• We had raised two children

• We had successful careers

• We played a lot, we spent many a
weekend in our trailer at the beach





If we Had a Brain We Would Use a 
Time Management System



True Confessions

• What type of time
management system
do you use?



Not “Real” Time Management Systems
• What type of time management

tool do you use?



We Need Proper Tools!





My Journey

• Era 1

– Pocket Calendar + notepad + 
flip open address book

• Era 2

– Franklin Day Planner

• Era 3

– Palm Pilot





Currently

• Franklin Day Planner (2 pages a day) + smart 
phone



Why I use the Franklin Covey Planner

Record important 
information, 
conversations, promises, 
jokes you heard, 
commitments, addresses 
of meetings, etc. on this  
page.

Consider documenting 
conversations with the 
people you report to and 
those who report to you.

I even record the time of 
conversations!

Record 
Appointments 
here!

List tasks that 
need to be 
done here!

Prioritize 
them in this 
column

Check them 
off in this 
column.

You have 3 months of pages in your planner – past month, current 
month, future month! The other months are in your storage binder.



If we Had a Brain we Would Spend 
Time in Daily Planning and Prioritizing

• Be in charge of the day, don’t let it be in 
charge of you!



The Power Of Planning

• You should spend about 5 minutes every day 
planning. 
– I like to do this first thing in the morning. 
– Some folks like to do their daily planning at the end of the 

work day. 
– It is up to you. 



Planning

• Research shows that for each minute spent 
in planning, a person will save 7 minutes in 
execution of the plan. 

• The excuse about not having time to plan is 
stupid! You don’t have the time NOT to 
plan. 

• Plan to work on the Governing Values Goals 
every day if at all possible.



Planning

• The first thing to do is to list the tasks 
you want to accomplish during the day.

• Then Prioritize them using the A,B, C 
system

• Then number, in priority order 
the A, B, and C tasks. 

• Then start on A1



Symbols to use with the Daily Task List

✓ When a task is completed you check it off.

 When a task is not completed at the end of the day, you 
move the task to a future task list, then draw an arrow on 
today’s list to show the task was forwarded.

 Use a dot to show the task is in progress

M
Use a person’s initial with a circle to show a delegated task.

X Use a X to show you decided not to do the task.



A Daily Planning Example



Symbols

• If you prioritize your task list daily, and use 
these symbols nothing should fall through the 
cracks and you should accomplish more and 
feel good about yourself.

 M X



So, if we had a brain

• We would plan for the future with our work 
group

• We would plan for succession

• We would have professional and personal 
goals

• We would use proper time management tools

• We would plan each and every day



Realization 3

• We need to have courage!



We Need Courage to 
Speak Up About Our Needs

• We can’t continue to do more and more with 
less and less

– This leads to turnover and brain drain



If We Had Courage



We Need Courage to 
Enforce High Standards

• We cannot ignore shoddy work or 
unprofessional conduct.

• We need to enforce our policies.



It Takes Courage
to Take Action

• Ignoring a problem doesn’t solve it!

– It just makes it worse

– It makes you complicit

– Ignoring problems make them last



We Need the Courage
to Balance Our Lives

• Entries in Time Management Systems

95%
5%

Work

Family



Schedule Time for Self and Family

• In the U.S., 85.8 percent of males and 66.5 
percent of females work more than 40 hours 
per week.

• Ever since the late 1970s, Japan has had a 
word to refer to people dying from spending 
too much time in the office: karoshi. The 
literal translation is "death by overwork."



It is OK to Take Time Off
and Vacations – but it takes courage

• Research shows your productivity actually 
increases if you take time to recharge.

• There should be balance between work and 
family

– This does not happen by chance you to work at it

• You have only once chance to get it right –
kids do grow up



Some of My Day Planner Entries

• Meet with Micah

• Meet with Carolyn

• Meet with Barbara

It is OK to schedule meetings 
with your family members!









Something to Think About

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pYLLekzat8



So We Need Courage

• To proactively ask for what we need

• To have high standards and operate with 
integrity

• To make difficult decisions and enforce policy

• To make time for family



Realization 4

• We need to have a heart!



Moore’s Leadership Pyramid

• Compliment/Congratulate/Celebrate

• Courage

• Consultation

• Consensus

• Communication

• Comprehension

• Compassion/Care

• Commitment

Note: These are my thoughts. They don’t come from a book. I am to blame for them!



Compassion and Caring

• Leaders work 
with  people

• People have feelings,
egos and emotions

• People do not always make decisions based on 
logic

A good leader will remember the 
above and act accordingly



Every Person Has a Story!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2v0RhvZ3lvY



Dale Carnegie

• How to Win Friends and 
Influence People

(every leader should 
read this book)



Fundamental Techniques in 
Handling People – Part 1

• Don't criticize, condemn or complain. 

• Give honest and sincere appreciation. 

• Arouse in the other person an eager 
want. 



Six Ways to Make 
People Like You – Part 2

• Become genuinely interested in other people. 

• Smile. 

• Remember that a person's name is to that person
the sweetest and most important sound in any language. 

• Be a good listener. Encourage others to talk  about 
themselves. 

• Talk in terms of the other person's interests. 

• Make the other person feel important –
and do it sincerely. 



The other sections

• Win people to your way of thinking

– 12 chapters

• Be a Leader: How to Change People Without 
Giving Offense or Arousing Resentment

– 9 chapters



The Importance of Caring

• “People follow people who genuinely care 
about others”  

Tom Peters



Three Additional C’s of Leadership

• Compliment, Congratulate and Celebrate

– Be quick to compliment and congratulate others 
for good work – we all love praise and recognition 
(especially the millennials) 

• This will make the other person want to work even 
harder

– Look for excuses to celebrate the 
accomplishments of others



The Importance of Heart

•Students don’t care  how 
much you know until they 
know how much you care!



Outside My 
Office Door



The Importance of Heart

Me



Having a Heart in HR

• Stay true to the mission of public service and 
ensure that new employees identify with the 
values of being a public servant.



Having a Heart in HR

• Be proactive in terms of inclusion!



Having a Heart in HR

• Provide professional development 
opportunities to employees at all levels of the 
organization.

– A full 87% of millennials say professional 
development or career growth opportunities are 
very important to them in a job. (Gallup Poll)



Having a Heart in HR

• Be creative/innovative where possible. This 
just isn’t something for the private sector.



So we need to have a heart!



Realization 5

• There is no WIZARD OF OZ!!



We are the Wizard of Oz!

• There is no Wizard of Oz, So We will have to 
assume that role in our organizations (and at 
home)!

If It Is To Be, It Is Up To Me Us



In Conclusion

• We are not in Kansas anymore – the world has 
changed. We must constantly change.

• We need to use our brains to plan for the future.

• We must have the courage to do what needs to 
be done – professionally and personally!

• We must have “heart” for our employees and the 
public.

• We must become the real “Wizard of Oz” in our 
workplace and at home.



Email: ncsumoore@gmail.com
Website: TheKeynotePresenter.com


